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CONSOLIDATING LOCAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE: SHOULD PROSECUTORS CONTROL THE JAILS?

Adam M. Gershowitz*

INTRODUCTION

Prosecutors hold most of the power in the American criminal justice system. After making the initial decision to charge a suspect, prosecutors have a wide menu of offenses to choose from. A large number of potential charges and huge authorized sentences then give prosecutors the leverage to pressure defendants to plead guilty. The criminal justice system runs on plea bargaining, and prosecutors have the stronger hand in plea negotiations. A defendant's eventual sentence is therefore likely to be closer to the prosecutor's starting point than the defense attorney's proposal. No
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3. See Rachel E. Barkow, Clemency and Presidential Administration of Criminal Law, 90 N.Y.U. L. REV. 802, 857 (2015). In the federal system, on average, the trial penalty is three times the plea bargained sentence. Id.

4. See Stephanos Bibas, Prosecutorial Regulation Versus Prosecutorial Accountability, 157 U. PENN. L. REV. 959, 961 (2009); Stuntz, supra note 2, at 538 ("[B]roadening criminal liability makes it easier, across a range of cases, to induce a guilty plea—precisely because the prosecution is so likely to win if the case goes to trial.").

serious observer disputes that prosecutors drive sentencing and hold most of the power in the United States criminal justice system.\textsuperscript{6}

Another obvious truth about the American criminal justice system is mass incarceration. Incarceration in America has quintupled since the 1970s.\textsuperscript{7} At present, the United States incarcerates more people than any other nation in the history of the world—in excess of two million.\textsuperscript{8} Numerous official policies have undoubtedly contributed to the incarceration explosion. Some blame likely lies in harsh drug sentences.\textsuperscript{9} Three-strikes laws have seemingly also had an impact.\textsuperscript{10} And the widespread abolition of parole at the federal and state level has contributed to the overcrowding of prisons as well.\textsuperscript{11}

This Essay does not focus on the official policies and statutory enactments that have contributed to mass incarceration, however. Rather, this Essay attempts to look behind the curtain at the official policies and statutory enactments that have contributed to mass incarceration, however. Rather, this Essay attempts to look behind the curtain at the


7. MARC MAUER, RACE TO INCARCERATE 1 (2d ed. 2006).

8. See MICHAEL JACOBSON, DOWNSIZING PRISONS: HOW TO REDUCE CRIME AND END MASS INCARCERATION 8 (2005) (“The United States now locks up a higher percentage of its population than any country in the world.”); Rachel E. Barkow, The Political Market for Criminal Justice, 104 MICH. L. REV. 1713, 1713 (2006) (“In 2004, the number of individuals incarcerated in the United States exceeded the two million mark.”).

9. See Barkow, supra note 8, at 1713 n.5. Professor John Pfaff rejects the argument that prison growth has been driven by longer sentences. See John F. Pfaff, The Durability of Prison Populations, 2010 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 73, 109 (“Prison populations do not appear to be particularly durable, so yesterday’s decisions do not shape tomorrow’s prison populations as strongly as may have been thought.”); John F. Pfaff, The Micro and Macro Causes of Prison Growth, 28 GA. ST. U. L. REV. 1239, 1243 (2012) (“[S]entence lengths have generally remained relatively short, and evidence suggests that sentence lengths do not explain much of the increase in the U.S. prison population.”); John F. Pfaff, The Myths and Realities of Correctional Severity: Evidence from the National Corrections Reporting Program on Sentencing Practices, 13 AM. L. & ECON. REV. 491, 491 (2011) (contending that admissions practices, not sentence lengths, have driven increased incarceration). I do not take a position on the definitive cause of prison growth, because I am not sure of the answer. Rather than debate the historical cause over the last four decades, this Essay explores an avenue to decrease incarceration moving forward.


underlying problem that fails to constrain prosecutors' behavior—the so-called correctional free lunch.\textsuperscript{12} Put briefly, prosecutors do not have to internalize the costs of their sentencing decisions because they do not have to run and pay for the prisons and jails.\textsuperscript{13} That responsibility falls to the wardens who run the prisons and the sheriffs who run the jails.\textsuperscript{14} In short, prosecutors effectively hold the power to sentence inmates, but not the responsibility to pay for the consequences.\textsuperscript{15} As such, the criminal justice system does not create an incentive for prosecutors to offer lenient plea bargains.\textsuperscript{16}

Consider a defendant charged with theft. Under our current "system," the prosecutor has no responsibility for dealing with the defendant after he leaves the courtroom.\textsuperscript{17} So the prosecutor can decide to be tough and demand that the defendant serve a six-month sentence.\textsuperscript{18} After all, the sheriff runs the jail, so the sheriff will have to find a cell for the inmate and the money to fund his incarceration for six months.

But what if the prosecutor had to deal with the inmate after the conviction was entered? What if the prosecutor had to worry about

\textsuperscript{12} The term comes from Professors Zimring and Hawkins. See Franklin E. Zimring & Gordon Hawkins, The Scale of Imprisonment 140 (1991). More recently, Professor David Ball has tackled the problem from multiple angles. See W. David Ball, Defunding State Prisons, 50 Crim. L. Bull. 1060, 1062–63 (2014) [hereinafter Ball, Defunding State Prisons] (arguing for block grants to even out imprisonment by counties); W. David Ball, Tough on Crime (on the State's Dime): How Violent Crime Does Not Drive California Counties' Incarceration Rates—and Why It Should, 28 Ga. St. U. L. Rev. 987, 991–97 (2012) [hereinafter Ball, Tough on Crime] (analyzing the correctional free lunch at the county level in California); W. David Ball, Why State Prisons?, 33 Yale L. & Pol'y Rev. 75, 77–78 (2014) [hereinafter Ball, Why State Prisons?] (tracing the historical origins of state prison funding); see also Adam M. Gershowitz, An Informational Approach to the Mass Imprisonment Problem, 40 Ariz. St. L.J. 47, 50–51 (2008) (arguing for prison population statistics to be regularly delivered to line prosecutors so that they will consider them during plea bargaining negotiations); Robert L. Misner, Recasting Prosecutorial Discretion, 86 J. Crim. L. & Criminology 717, 720–21 (1996) (proposing that states allocate funding to counties to prosecute cases, while allowing the counties to keep the surplus they do not use or requiring them to fund any overages at the county level).

\textsuperscript{13} See Zimring & Hawkins, supra note 12, at 140.

\textsuperscript{14} See infra notes 65–67 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{15} Cf. Misner, supra note 12, at 720 ("[L]ocal prosecutors effectively dictate the level of spending that the state legislature must maintain.").

\textsuperscript{16} See id. at 720–21.


overcrowded jails and correctional budget shortfalls? The prosecutor might then think twice about the six-month sentence. Perhaps she would be willing to plea bargain down to a four-month sentence to slightly reduce the jail population and the accompanying expenses.

This Essay explores how to force prosecutors to have "skin in the game" after convictions are entered. The problem I tackle is limited to local jails. And the answer I offer is that local prosecutors should bear responsibility for their local jails. Prosecutors should be responsible for checking inmates in and out of the local jails, and they should be in charge of the overall jail budgets. Consolidating criminal justice to put prosecutors in charge of jails should have at least three benefits.

First, and most obviously, prosecutors would be incentivized to offer more lenient plea bargains in misdemeanor cases. If prosecutors were responsible for jail budgets, they would want jails to be less crowded, less expensive, and easier to manage. Because misdemeanor defendants almost always serve their time in local jails, prosecutors would want to shorten the length of misdemeanor sentences to reduce jail overcrowding. Thus, a prosecutor who typically demands a six-month sentence for the average theft defendant might instead be willing to plead the case to four months.

Second, and relatedly, prosecutors would also downgrade or dismiss charges so as to limit jail admissions. For example, in some jurisdictions, a defendant found with a crack pipe containing a trace amount of cocaine will be charged with possession of a controlled substance and will ultimately be sentenced to jail time. If prosecutors had to pay for those jail beds, however, they very well might agree to a charge of possession of drug paraphernalia, which typically carries a maximum sentence of a fine.

Third, and far less obviously, putting prosecutors in charge of local jails might also spur lower plea bargain offers in felony cases.

---

19. Sheriffs are forced to confront this problem repeatedly. See, e.g., James Pinkerton, County Jail Cited for Dangerous Overcrowding, HOUS. CHRON. (Oct. 10, 2011, 8:25 PM), http://www.chron.com/news/houston-texas/article/County-jail-cited-for-dangerous-overcrowding-2212138.php (discussing Harris County Jail, which had 355 more inmates than the facility was authorized to hold, and quoting the Sheriff as saying that he had requested funding for 260 jailers but that he was turned down).


22. See id.

23. There is a risk that in borderline cases—those where the prosecutor could either plead the case down to a misdemeanor carrying a year in jail, or push for a felony conviction that would send the defendant to a state prison—putting prosecutors in charge of the jails would incentivize them to push for the
Felony defendants typically serve their time in state prisons. But that does not mean felony defendants are completely disconnected from local jails. Most felony defendants are incarcerated in local jails while they await trial. If prosecutors were responsible for jail budgets, they would have an incentive to move felony defendants through the system more quickly in order to move them out of local jails where they are awaiting trial and into state prisons where they would serve their sentences at state expense. The easiest way to move felony defendants through the system would be to plea bargain their cases faster. And the easiest way to plea bargain cases faster would be to offer defendants more lenient plea deals.

If I am correct that putting prosecutors in charge of jails would lower up-front sentences and thus begin to reduce mass incarceration in jails (and, to a lesser extent, prisons), the next question is whether it would be legal to do so. The answer is yes. There is no separation of powers problem or constitutional impediment to giving prosecutors responsibility for jails. However, legislatures across the country would have to amend their statutes. At present, most state statutes specifically place sheriffs in charge of county jails. States would have to alter their statutory frameworks to consolidate (even more) criminal justice power in the hands of prosecutors.

24. This Essay does not propose that county prosecutors be put in charge of state prisons.
25. In 2009, the median time from arrest to adjudication for detained defendants was sixty-eight days. BRIAN A. REAVES, U.S. DEPT OF JUSTICE, FELONY DEFENDANTS IN LARGE URBAN COUNTIES, 2009–STATISTICAL TABLES 22 (2013), http://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/fdluc09.pdf.
28. See id.
29. See, e.g., ARK. CODE ANN. § 12-41-502 (2016) (“The county sheriff of each county in this state shall have the custody, rule, and charge of the jail within his or her county . . . .”); COLO. REV. STAT. § 30-10-511 (2016) (“[T]he sheriff shall have charge and custody of the jails of the county, and of the prisoners in the jails, and shall supervise them himself or herself or through a deputy or jailer.”); IDAHO CODE § 20-601 (2016) (“The common jails in the several counties of this state are kept by the sheriffs of the counties in which they are respectively situated . . . .”); NEV. REV. STAT. § 211.030(1) (2015) (“The sheriff is the custodian of the jail in his or her county . . . and shall keep the jail personally, or by his or her deputy, or by a jailer or jailers appointed by the sheriff for that purpose, for whose acts the sheriff is responsible.”). While the language in each state's statute differs, they all effectively place the sheriffs in charge of the jails.
30. Sheriffs' departments would likely oppose the change, and local prosecutors would likely be hostile as well. It is therefore an uphill climb, but of
This Essay proceeds in three parts. Part I briefly reviews the well-known mass incarceration problem in the United States, with particular attention to jails. Part II describes the "correctional free lunch" that enables prosecutors to demand tough sentences without having to pay for the costs of incarceration. Part III then sets forth a framework in which prosecutors would be in charge of jail budgets and the intake and release of prisoners, while leaving discipline and day-to-day safety of the jails under the control of sheriffs' departments. Part III also responds to the objection that such a division of labor between prosecutors (budget control) and sheriffs (ensuring safety) would be problematic.

I. MASS INCARCERATION IN THE UNITED STATES

The United States is plagued by the problem of mass incarceration. While there is some debate as to the official policies and laws that have led to mass incarceration in the United States, there is little debate that the problem exists. The statistics are familiar and troubling.

The United States incarcerates about 2.2 million individuals. One out of almost every one hundred adults is incarcerated at any given time in the United States. And that does not include the nearly five million non-incarcerated people who are otherwise under control of the criminal justice system because they are on probation or parole.

To put matters in perspective, the United States' incarceration rate is three times that of Israel, five times that of England, six times greater than Australia and Canada, eight times that of France, and twelve times greater than Japan.

It was not always this way. For most of the twentieth century, incarceration was far lower and comparable to European nations. As recently as the 1970s, there were only 326,000 inmates incarcerated in the United States.

---

31. See supra notes 8–11 and accompanying text.
32. See Jacobson, supra note 8, at 8.
35. Gershowitz, supra note 12, at 52.
37. See Mauer, supra note 7, at 17.
100,000 people were incarcerated. By 1985, that number climbed to 313 of every 100,000 people. A decade later the number nearly doubled to 601 per 100,000 people. And the ratio peaked shortly after the turn of the century at 751 per 100,000 people in 2008.

When scholars focus on mass incarceration, they understandably devote most of their attention to prisons. Over two-thirds of all inmates—about 1.5 million people—are convicted felons who are incarcerated in prisons. Yet, while prison populations deserve considerable attention, it is important not to overlook America's jails. On any given day, nearly three-quarters of a million people are incarcerated in jails throughout the country. And just like prisons, jail populations have grown exponentially since the 1970s. In 1978, there were 158,394 inmates in American jails. By 1988 that number had climbed to 343,569 inmates. In 1998 it was 592,462 inmates. And by 2008 there were 785,533 people in jail.

Not surprisingly, exponential jail growth led to overcrowded facilities. A 2000 report from the Justice Department noted that:

In the 1-year period ending June 30, 1998, the nation's jails operated at 97-percent capacity, despite the addition of 26,216 beds during the preceding 12-month period and some 250,000 beds during the preceding 10 years. Jails with the largest

38. Id.
40. Id.
41. Adam Liptak, U.S. Prison Population Dwarfs That of Other Nations, N.Y. Times (Apr. 23, 2008), http://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/23/world/americas/23iht-23prison.12253738.html. There is some cause for optimism, though. In recent years, incarceration in the United States has come down slightly. The total number of prisoners dropped by nearly 90,000 between 2008 and 2014. See Kaeble et al., supra note 34, at 2 tbl.1. This amounts to an average of a 1% decline every year since 2007. Id. at 1. The drop is obviously modest, however, given the historical story.
42. See, e.g., Gershowitz, supra note 12, at 51 (proposing the “de-escalat[ion] [of] mass imprisonment by mandating a simple informational campaign directed at prosecutors”).
44. See Kaeble et al., supra note 34, at 2 tbl.1.
46. Id.
average daily populations—1,000 or more inmates—reported operating at 103 percent of rated capacity.49

By 2014, jails were far less full nationwide, with incarceration levels having fallen to 84% of capacity.50 In part, however, this was because rated capacity had increased so much.51 As of mid-2014—the last year for which the Bureau of Justice Statistics has data—America’s jails were equipped to handle nearly 900,000 inmates.52

Even as jail capacity has grown substantially on a national basis, some jails still remain chronically overcrowded.53 This includes, most prominently, several large jails. For example, in Houston, Texas, the local jail recently had to ship one hundred inmates to another jurisdiction because of lack of space.54 In Santa Barbara, California, the jail is rated to hold about 700 inmates but regularly houses between 800 and 1000.55

While large jails have attracted a lot of attention, it has actually been jail populations in smaller facilities that have grown the most. In a 2015 study, the Vera Institute of Justice found that “mid-sized and small counties—which account for the vast majority of jails—have largely driven growth, with local jail populations increasing by 4.1 times in mid-sized counties and 6.9 times in small counties.”56

In many smaller counties, overcrowding has become a crisis because the number of jail beds has not kept pace with inmate growth. For instance, in Yellowstone County, Montana, the jail was built to hold 286 inmates but was holding about 480 inmates in late

51. See id.
52. Id.
In Bangor, Maine, the jail has 143 beds but sometimes houses 180 inmates. In Boulder County, Colorado, the sheriff has had to strike deals with other counties to take inmates because the Boulder County jail is at capacity. In Franklin County, Arkansas, the jail has beds for twenty-six inmates, but has housed double that number. During 2015, the Vanderburgh County jail in Indiana repeatedly housed over 600 inmates even though its capacity was 540; in October 2015 the jail was operating at 115% capacity.

Overcrowding has significant consequences for the inmates. For instance, in the Buchanan County jail in Missouri—which should house no more than 180 inmates, but regularly has a population over 200—some inmates are forced to sleep on the floor. In Hamilton County, Tennessee, which regularly operates at 110% capacity, some inmates sleep side-by-side on the floor and others make due with no toilet paper. In Fulton County, Georgia, broken locks allowed dangerous inmates to wander around the jail.

The overcrowding places sheriffs in a difficult position. Jailers do not decide how many people will be arrested or sentenced, and they are not in a position to refuse new inmates. So, they must
plead for additional funding. But legislators sometimes turn a deaf ear. For instance, in Maine, county sheriffs repeatedly requested additional funding to hire guards, but legislators refused on the ground that “[e]veryone else lives within their budget, [so sheriffs should not] keep coming back and asking for a supplemental [budget].”

Inmates and advocacy organizations such as the ACLU have brought litigation about overcrowding and the resulting poor confinement conditions. The result in some jurisdictions has been consent decrees, Department of Justice supervision, independent monitors, and court oversight of jails. In some instances, monitoring persists for over a decade. And some judges have gone so far as to order sheriffs to reduce inmate populations and to


71. See, e.g., Cook, supra note 64 (discussing a decade of federal oversight of Fulton County jail).


73. See, e.g., Jameson Cook, Macomb County Sheriff Releases 104 Jail Inmates to Reduce Overcrowding, MACOMB DAILY (June 19, 2015, 11:42 AM), http://www.macombdaily.com/article/MD/20150619/NEWS/150619594 ("The
threaten county commissioners with jail if they do not take action.\textsuperscript{74} Yet, bold actions are the exception. Litigation has made only a small dent in the jail overcrowding problem and successful reform through civil rights litigation is more difficult now than in decades past.\textsuperscript{75}

In short, jails, like prisons, are overcrowded across the United States.\textsuperscript{76} The overcrowding is dangerous and results in poor confinement conditions for the inmates. The sheriffs who run the jails would, in most cases, like nothing better than to eliminate the overcrowding.\textsuperscript{77} Unfortunately, sheriffs have little control over how many inmates they receive, and they must plead for funds to pay for the inmates sent to them by prosecutors. Part II below explains this correctional free lunch problem in greater detail.

II. THE CORRECTIONAL FREE LUNCH AND THE DIFFICULTY OF ELIMINATING IT

In a 1991 book, Professors Zimring and Hawkins identified a troubling phenomenon that they called the correctional free lunch.\textsuperscript{78} The concept was simple yet deeply problematic: prosecutors make charging decisions and have enormous power over sentencing, but they do not have to pay for the financial ramifications of their decisions.\textsuperscript{79} Prosecutors typically operate at the county level, but prison beds are paid for by the state.\textsuperscript{80} Thus, as Professor David Ball has colorfully put it, prosecutors get to be tough on crime on the state’s dime.\textsuperscript{81} The same problem exists at the local level, albeit

\textsuperscript{74} See Cook, supra note 64.
\textsuperscript{76} Cf. Subramanian et al., supra note 56, at 4 (“Jails—with 11 million admissions annually and a third of all Americans behind bars on a given day—are increasingly recognized as a key engine of mass incarceration.”).
\textsuperscript{78} Zimring & Hawkins, supra note 12, at 140.
\textsuperscript{79} See id. at 140, 211–15.
\textsuperscript{80} See id. at 211.
\textsuperscript{81} Ball, \textit{Tough on Crime}, supra note 12, at 1004; see also \textsc{Joseph Dillon Davey}, \textit{The Politics of Prison Expansion} 83 (1998) (“[C]ountless offenders are prosecuted by locally elected prosecutors ... who have little or no concern about how those prisons are funded.”); William J. Stuntz, \textit{The Political Constitution of Criminal Justice}, 119 Harv. L. Rev. 781, 838–39 (2006) (“Because state rather than local taxpayers pay for prison beds, local prosecutors tend to 'spend' those beds more readily than they should.”).
with different actors. Local prosecutors have control over charging and plea bargaining, but local sheriffs are responsible for the jails.82

The correctional free lunch is a widespread problem that likely results in prosecutors pursuing (and procuring) tougher sentences than they would seek if they had to pay the bills themselves. A run-of-the-mill plea bargaining example helps to illustrate the problem. Consider a robbery defendant who has previous felony convictions and was caught dead-to-rights leaving the scene of the crime. In a jurisdiction where the maximum sentence for robbery is ten years, a clearly guilty defendant will not want to go to trial because of the harsh possible penalty and the low chance of prevailing.83 The stiff maximum sentence thus gives the prosecutor a huge amount of bargaining leverage.84 What cabins that enormous leverage? The answer is not money.85 The moment the defendant pleads guilty, the prosecutor will no longer have any skin in the game. The convicted individual becomes the state’s problem because the state pays for the cost of incarcerating the inmate in a state prison.86

The only real restraint cabinning the prosecutor’s plea negotiations is the sentence that the trial judge would likely mete out if the defendant refused to plea bargain.87 Let’s say, for example, that most lawyers in the jurisdiction presume the judge would hand down a six-year sentence for a robbery defendant with prior felonies. As long as the prosecutor offers a sentence noticeably lower than six years, she knows that the defendant will likely accept it because it is better than what the defendant would get from the judge.88 So, for purposes of our hypothetical, let us assume that the

82. See ZIMRING & HAWKINS, supra note 12, at 139-40.
83. See Davis, supra note 1, at 408-09 (observing that defendants are typically “not willing to run the risk of additional and more serious convictions and more prison time” by going to trial).
84. See Stuntz, supra note 2, at 537 (“[M]ost prosecutors insist on bargains very early in the process, and punish defendants who resist settlement until shortly before trial.”); see also Russell D. Covey, Fixed Justice: Reforming Plea Bargaining with Plea-Based Ceilings, 82 Tul. L. Rev. 1237, 1254 (2008) (observing that prosecutors often overcharge defendants “because of the bargaining leverage it provides”).
85. In other aspects of the criminal justice system, money does restrain actors. See, e.g., William J. Stuntz, The Distribution of Fourth Amendment Privacy, 67 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 1265, 1277-80 (1999) (explaining how the cost of Fourth Amendment compliance influences police officers, primarily by driving them to poorer communities); William J. Stuntz, Race, Class, and Drugs, 98 Colum. L. Rev. 1795, 1821-23 (1998) (same).
86. See ZIMRING & HAWKINS, supra note 12, at 211.
87. See Covey, supra note 84, at 1246–47 (describing “plea bargaining’s pricing mechanism” in terms of “the probability of conviction,” the “anticipated sentence upon conviction at trial,” and the “resources saved by avoiding trial”).
88. To play out the game theory, the prosecutor would likely have to come in sufficiently below six years to ensure that a criminal defendant (who might not be as risk averse as average law-abiding citizens) will not gamble in the hopes of getting lucky and receiving a lenient sentence from the judge.
prosecutor offers (and the defendant feels compelled to accept) a five-year plea bargain.

Perhaps five years is the “right” result. From a retributive perspective, the defendant might deserve five years. Or from a deterrence perspective, five years might maximize general deterrence and prevent other robberies. Maybe five years is the right amount of time to incapacitate this particular defendant. If five years is the correct length of incarceration, then there is no problem for us to solve. The prosecutor is using her power and discretion to achieve the best result for the criminal justice system. The state is paying for five years of incarceration because that is what is best for society.

There are reasons to be skeptical that five years is the best result, however. First, society has not determined an optimal sentence for robbery from a retributive, deterrence, or incapacitation perspective. There is likely widespread agreement that murder-for-hire should typically be punished by life imprisonment or death. And, conversely, nearly everyone agrees that jaywalking does not merit any incarceration. There is no widespread acceptance, however, on the appropriate sentence for robbery. Certainly society does not agree on a granular level that robbery should carry a five-year sentence as opposed to a four-year sentence.

With no intuitively correct sentence, it is difficult to say that five years is the obviously correct result. Perhaps five years is too low. Prosecutors may be selling the case at a lower amount simply because their office is overburdened and they need to clear their dockets. More likely however, the five-year agreement is too high.

89. Implicit in this discussion is that it is impossible to know what the “right” sentence should have been. See Ball, Defunding State Prisons, supra note 12, at 1065.


91. Compare, e.g., CAL. PENAL CODE § 213 (West 2016) (providing a sentencing range of two to nine years), with N.Y. PENAL LAW § 70.02(1)(a)–(b), 3(a)–(b) (McKinney 2016) (providing a sentencing range of three and a half to twenty-five years).

92. Indeed, scholars differ somewhat on whether society even agrees on the ordinal ranking of the seriousness of different crimes. Compare Paul H. Robinson & Robert Kurzban, Concordance and Conflict in Intuitions of Justice, 91 MINN. L. REV. 1829, 1894–55 (2007) (“People tend to agree on the relative degree of blameworthiness among a set of cases.”), with Christopher Slobogin & Lauren Brinkley-Rubinstein, Putting Desert in Its Place, 65 STAN. L. REV. 77, 119 (2013) (“Our research confirms that consensus about the ranking of core crimes exists, but it also shows that utilitarian concerns can change that ranking in ways inconsistent with desert.”).

Perhaps the elected district attorney has nudged sentences up in an effort to look tough and to propel himself to higher office. Or, more likely, perhaps the line prosecutor has internalized an office culture in which success is defined in terms of conviction rates and tough sentences. If that is correct, perhaps the prosecutor has, consciously or not, demanded a tougher-than-optimal sentence in order to meet the office's definition of success. There is some indirect support for this theory. In a recent study of California's correctional system, Professor David Ball found that California counties use state prison resources at very different rates and that the counties that send the largest portion of inmates to state prisons actually have below-average crime rates.

A second reason to be skeptical that the five-year sentence is optimal is the existence of the mass incarceration problem itself. In a nation with 2.2 million people incarcerated and another 5 million people under the supervision of the criminal justice system, there is strong reason to think that prosecutors are not imposing the optimal up-front sentence, at least for retributive and deterrence purposes. Put simply, if there is a strong argument that the United States is too punitive and overuses prisons writ large, then we can logically infer that the most powerful actor in the system—the prosecutor—is demanding up-front sentences in run-of-the-mill cases that may simply be too high.

All of this is not to say that prosecutors are behaving unethically; most line prosecutors are extremely diligent, hard-working, and conscientious lawyers. I am certainly not suggesting that prosecutors are intentionally over-punishing in an effort to be promoted or to exact unjustified vengeance on criminal defendants. Rather, the problem is that when prosecutors are unconstrained by the financial costs of their decisions, they demand tougher plea bargains than they would seek if they had to stomach the financial costs. Setting aside cases like murder and jaywalking, in which the right sentence is apparent, there is quite a bit of play in the

---

94. See Stuntz, supra note 2, at 534 ("[A]t the most basic level, elected legislators and elected prosecutors are natural allies. Both need to please voters in order to survive, and for both, pleasing voters means essentially the same thing: punishing people voters want to see punished.").
96. Ball, Tough on Crime, supra note 12, at 1023.
97. KAEBLE ET AL., supra note 34, at 2 tbl.1.
98. See DAVEY, supra note 81, at 83; ZIMRING & HAWKINS, supra note 12, at 211.
sentencing joints throughout the criminal justice system. If prosecutors do not internalize the financial costs, it stands to reason that they will push sentences above where they would be if costs were part of the equation.

Assuming that the correctional free lunch is driving sentences up, there are two follow-up questions: First, why have states subsidized the free lunch? And second, what can be done about it?

The answer to the first question is likely historical. Professor David Ball recently posited that the free lunch stems from the prison reform movement and the economics of prison labor:

Penal reformers in the 1800s promoted the establishment of state prisons as a means of professionalizing and rationalizing correctional treatment. Reformers were not opposed to prison labor; indeed, they viewed labor as crucial to rehabilitation. State governments were only too happy to take on prisoners, since their labor generated revenue for the state. ... The correctional free lunch started out as a catered lunch for the state.

Of course, times are very different today. The prison population has exploded and states are now spending a fortune on imprisonment. Like other government programs, it is very difficult to take away a subsidy once it has become entrenched.

Thus, the second question has become even more important: what can be done to eliminate the correctional free lunch and reduce incarceration? Despite the enormity of the problem, it has attracted only a modest amount of attention from scholars.

On the more modest end, I proposed in an earlier article that state prison boards notify prosecutors about prison overcrowding and trends in admissions. This "informational approach" advocated that the bureau of prisons send a monthly letter to each county prosecutor that succinctly stated:

(1) the total number of incarcerated prisoners [in the state]; (2) the increase (or decrease) in the number of prisoners from previous years; (3) what percentage of the prisons were full (i.e. whether operating capacity has been exceeded); and (4) whether any prisons in the state are under a court order regarding prison overcrowding.

99. See supra notes 90–92 and accompanying text.
100. Ball, Why State Prisons?, supra note 12, at 78.
103. Id. at 65.
The idea was that if prosecutors better understood how full prisons were, they would modestly reduce their plea bargain offers. My proposal did not directly tackle the correctional free lunch or put explicit pressure on prosecutors to alter their behavior. Rather, it relied on subtle psychological techniques to nudge prosecutors toward more lenient sentencing. Other scholars have gone further.

Over two decades ago, Professor Robert Misner lamented the unrivaled power of prosecutors and offered a proposal to force prosecutors to internalize the costs of their charging and sentencing decisions. He suggested that a state agency determine the amount of prison space available for the upcoming year. Then, based upon past practices and other demographic information, the prison resources would be allocated to each prosecutor's office for use during the following year. If the district attorney used fewer resources than allocated, the county could keep the remaining funds. If the chief prosecutor needed additional resources, the county would have to provide its own local funds to pay for the prison beds.

Professor David Ball has gone further by recently advocating that states stop funding prisons. In place of state prison funding, he suggests two possibilities. First, states could give counties block grants to spend as they see fit (including on prison beds if they wanted). States would administer the prisons, but the counties would have to pay for each inmate they send. In a second proposal, Professor Ball goes even further and suggests ending state control of prisons and instead shifting responsibility for incarceration to local criminal justice entities.

There are problems with each of these proposals, unfortunately. Although I remain convinced that better information flow to prosecutors could influence them to lower their plea bargains at the margins, critics are correct that it does not impose any binding constraints on prosecutors. On the flip side, the more ambitious
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proposals advocated by Professors Misner and Ball would face considerable political obstacles. Figuring out the correct allocation of prison beds for each county would be difficult to do and would leave many counties unhappy with their distribution. Defunding state prisons altogether would be an enormous restructuring of the criminal justice system. Both approaches might be better than the status quo, but they are politically unlikely. I accordingly offer an intermediate proposal below in Part III.

III. CONSOLIDATING LOCAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE

A. Prosecutors as Jail CEOs, and Sheriffs as Public Safety Officers

At present, local prosecutors make charging and plea bargaining decisions that send misdemeanor defendants to local jails. But the prosecutors do not run the local jails. The sheriffs run the jails. I suggest ending that diffusion of responsibility by placing local prosecutors in charge of their local jails. Prosecutors, not sheriffs, should be responsible for checking inmates in and out of the local jails. And prosecutors, not sheriffs, should be in charge of the overall jail budgets.

While two-thirds of those incarcerated in the United States are in prisons, that does not mean jails are insignificant. At any given time, more than 700,000 people are confined in jails. And a considerable number of jails are overcrowded. Placing local prosecutors in charge of their jails should accomplish three things: (1) more lenient plea bargain offers in misdemeanor cases; (2) fewer jail admissions because of charge reductions to fine-only offenses and more dismissals; and (3) faster and more lenient disposition of felony cases.

115. See Leon Neyfakh, How to Stop Overzealous Prosecutors, Slate (Feb. 25, 2015, 8:44 PM), http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/crime/2015/02/overzealous_prosecutors_hold_them_accountable_by_defunding_state_prisons.html (observing that these proposals "could potentially introduce political pressure on prosecutors that they currently don't have to deal with").
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1. More Lenient Misdemeanor Sentences

First, and most obviously, if prosecutors were responsible for jail budgets, they would have strong incentives to offer more lenient plea bargains in misdemeanor cases. If prosecutors were on the hook for jail overcrowding, they would want jails to be less populated, less expensive, and easier to manage. Because misdemeanor defendants almost always serve their time in local jails, prosecutors would want to reduce the length of misdemeanor sentences to reduce jail overcrowding.

For example, instead of insisting on a six-month sentence for a theft defendant, the prosecutor might agree to a four-month sentence. If a similar dynamic applied across the board, the results could be significant. Just as average jail stays have crept up over the last few decades—in 1978 the average length of stay was nine days, but by 2014 it was twenty-three days—it could begin to slide back down.

2. Fewer Jail Admissions Because of Charge Reductions

Placing prosecutors in charge of local jails would also likely lead to fewer jail admissions. In marginal cases, prosecutors would be incentivized to dismiss cases or to opt for lower charges. Trace drug cases are a compelling example. In some jurisdictions—Texas is a good example—the criminal code has separate offenses for possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of very small amounts of controlled substances. In Texas, the paraphernalia charge is a Class C misdemeanor—the lowest level crime in the criminal code—and it carries a maximum sentence of a fine. The possession charge, by contrast, is a higher-level misdemeanor offense and often results in jail time. The prosecutor therefore has a choice. She can effectively fine drug offenders in trace cases by filing the Class C paraphernalia charge, or she can send them to jail by filing the possession of a controlled substance charge.

For many years, prosecutors in Houston, Texas, routinely filed the tougher controlled substance charges. Perhaps they did this because of pressure from the Houston police union, which argued that sending the trace case defendants to jail prevented them from
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committing burglaries and other drug crimes. In 2009, however, Houston residents elected a new district attorney—Patricia Lykos—who changed the office policy so that prosecutors would only file Class C paraphernalia charges if the crack pipe had less than a hundredth of a gram of drugs. According to Lykos, the policy change was designed in part to reduce jail overcrowding. While the Houston law enforcement community was very upset about the change, not surprisingly, the sheriff who oversaw the jail favored the new policy.

The change was short-lived, however. In 2012, a former judge, Mike Anderson, ran against Lykos in the Republican primary and campaigned against the policy of using the paraphernalia charge to dispose of trace cases. Despite jail overcrowding, Anderson took the position that a trace amount of drugs was still possession of a controlled substance and should be prosecuted as such. Anderson defeated Lykos in the election. Shortly thereafter, he circulated an internal memorandum instructing prosecutors to bring controlled substance charges for trace amounts of drugs found not only on crack pipes but also “[b]rillo pads, syringes, baggies, mirrors, straws, razor blades, etc.”

The counter-factual question is whether Anderson would have taken such a hard-line position if he were in charge of not just prosecuting the trace cases but also finding space and money to incarcerate the defendants. If forced to fully internalize the costs of his prosecutions, perhaps he would have hesitated to pursue the controlled substance charges.

The trace drug cases are only one of many possible examples. As Professor Jenny Roberts has explained, there are many minor misdemeanor cases—such as disorderly conduct, public urination, loitering, and marijuana possession, to name a few—in which
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138. Or perhaps he would have added his voice to those encouraging the Texas legislature to change the penal code to make trace amounts a lesser offense. See Martin, supra note 131 (noting that Harris County's longest-serving felony judge writes to each Houston legislator prior to each legislative session urging them to lower the penalty for trace cases).
prosecutors could decline to prosecute offenders. Professor Roberts suggests that more rigorous misdemeanor representation by defense lawyers could push prosecutors to decline to charge these low-level cases.

There is considerable room for prosecutors to dismiss lower-level misdemeanor charges. Research by Professor Josh Bowers indicates that prosecutors actually decline to prosecute less often in public order offenses than in serious felonies and misdemeanors. Bowers discovered data about misdemeanor charging and declination rates in New York and Iowa. That data showed, for example, that Iowa prosecutors declined to prosecute in 3.21% of violent misdemeanor cases but only 1.31% of public order misdemeanors. In New York City, prosecutors declined to proceed in homicide charges "at more than twice the rate... that they declined turnstile hops or prostitution." Prosecutors do not have to carefully screen low-level misdemeanors because they know that the system will force defendants to plead guilty.

At present, the criminal justice system does not effectively pressure prosecutors to decline low-level charges against poor defendants who will be unable to make bail. Prosecutors charge those defendants and allow the fact of detention to pressure the defendants to plead guilty. Matters might be different if the prosecutors were responsible for the costs of the jails. Prosecutors
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could still use pre-trial incarceration as leverage, but they would have to pay for it, rather than foisting the costs and responsibilities onto the sheriffs who pay the bills for the jails. Placing prosecutors in charge might therefore result in prosecutors declining charges in low-level misdemeanor cases much more often.

3. Faster and More Lenient Disposition of Felony Cases

A less obvious benefit of putting prosecutors in charge of local jails is that it might spur lower plea bargain offers in felony cases. Felony defendants typically serve their time in state prisons, but that does not mean felony defendants are never inmates in local jails. Most felony defendants spend months in local jails before they agree to a plea bargain (or, in rare cases, before proceeding to trial). If prosecutors ran the jails, they would have an incentive to move felony defendants to their new homes in state-funded facilities as quickly as possible. The easiest way to move felony defendants off of the prosecutors' balance sheets and into state prison beds would be to plea bargain their cases faster. And the easiest way to plea bargain cases faster would be to offer defendants more lenient plea deals. While the downward trend in sentences could not last forever, it might slightly reset the "going rate" for certain offenses at a lower level and thus reduce up-front sentences moving forward.

B. The Continued Role of Sheriffs

Placing prosecutors in charge of jails would not entirely eliminate sheriffs from the picture. The sheriff would still be in charge of hiring jailers, deciding how many guards to staff on each
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shift, and determining how to discipline inmates.\textsuperscript{153} Day-to-day responsibility for running the jail would still remain in the sheriffs’ hands. All that would change is that the prosecutors—not sheriffs—would have ultimate responsibility for budgeting and the paperwork of inmates entering and leaving the jails.

By way of analogy, think of the F.B.I. The director of the F.B.I. runs day-to-day operations. The director is responsible for hiring and firing agents and for resource allocation within the bureau.\textsuperscript{154} But the F.B.I. is not a completely autonomous agency. It has long been under the umbrella of the Department of Justice.\textsuperscript{155} Indeed, the F.B.I. was created in 1908,\textsuperscript{156} but was not a paragon of integrity in its initial years.\textsuperscript{157} In the mid-1920s, Attorney General Harlan Stone moved to reign in the bureau by having the director report directly to the Attorney General.\textsuperscript{158} When errors or problems occur at the F.B.I., the Attorney General cannot say the Department of Justice bears no responsibility.

Consolidating local power in the hands of one entity (prosecutors) rather than separating it between two local departments (prosecutors and sheriffs) would result in two key changes. First, sheriffs would no longer be forced to petition county commissioners for funds to run the jails.\textsuperscript{159} Rather, prosecutors would be responsible for negotiating the jail budget with the county commissioners. No longer would sheriffs and prosecutors be pointing fingers at each other about who is responsible for jail
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conditions and overcrowding. Second, because the prosecutors would be in charge of the budget, as well as the ministerial task of checking inmates in and out of the jail, they would be better informed about jail budgets and overcrowding and would be incentivized to adjust their plea bargain offers accordingly. In short, consolidating local criminal justice power would result in a unified budget and prosecutorial decisions that take account of that budget.

C. Responding to Objections

There are two major objections to a proposal to make prosecutors responsible for jail budgets. One concern is that prosecutors will shortchange the safety budget and spend more money on prosecuting inmates than funding guards and guaranteeing safety. A second worry is that prosecutors would seek to increase charges in borderline cases in order to convict inmates of felonies (rather than misdemeanors) and send them to state-funded prisons rather than prosecutor-managed jails. I take these objections in turn.

1. Will Prosecutors Shortchange the Security Budget?

First, and most importantly, critics might question whether placing prosecutors at the top of the organizational chart for jails would compromise the safety of the inmates and the sheriffs’ deputies who are running the day-to-day operations of the jails. The argument would go like this: Prosecutors want credit for imposing tough sentences. When jail funds dry up, prosecutors would not want to drop cases or negotiate lighter sentences, so they would skimp on jail safety. They would continue to incarcerate the same number of inmates, but they would allocate less money for hiring guards and paying overtime. The jails would then become less safe, and the conditions of confinement would deteriorate.

This parade of horribles is ultimately unpersuasive. Because prosecutors would be at the top of the organizational chart and have official responsibility for the jails, they would bear political responsibility for overcrowding and safety problems. At present, when a jail inmate dies in custody because of inadequate medical care or because of violence due to overcrowding, the local television stations and newspapers turn to the sheriff and demand answers. If prosecutors held final responsibility for the jails, the news media
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would instead turn to the chief prosecutor for an explanation. The prosecutor might try to slough off responsibility by saying the sheriff is in charge of day-to-day security. But the prosecutor would know that the sheriff can turn to the media and say that she was denied proper funding by the prosecutor. The sheriff would explain that she requested funding for guards and that the prosecutor refused it. What would have been a one-day story would then occupy multiple news cycles, with the media ferreting out “who is to blame.” In short, if the prosecutor were identified as the top jail official, it would be difficult for her to say the problems are “not my fault.”

Relatedly, prosecutors would find it difficult to divert money previously used for jail safety and instead invest it in more jail beds. Jail facilities are only so large and can only physically hold so many inmates. And jails are supervised and certified by state agencies. Prosecutors would find it no easier than sheriffs to permanently flout the capacity rules.

Of course, prosecutors could get around the capacity problem by filling up all the beds in the local jails and then contracting with out-of-jurisdiction jails to take excess inmates. Some sheriffs presently do this. The problem is that contracting with other facilities is very expensive. Prosecutors would likely have to go back to the county commissioners to seek extra funding. And while prosecutors might have marginally more luck than sheriffs in shaking loose funds, they are unlikely to fare much better. Prosecutors already struggle to adequately fund their offices, so it is difficult to see how they would convince county commissioners to be more generous in jail funding. Moreover, the logistics of transporting inmates back and forth to another county are onerous and prosecutors would want to avoid any added complications in running the jails.
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To turn back to the F.B.I. analogy, the American public is not less safe because the F.B.I. is housed inside of the Department of Justice. To the contrary, one would hope that the F.B.I. works more closely with other Justice Department agencies because they are under the same umbrella. It is of course possible that putting prosecutors in charge of jail budgets would undermine jail safety. But given that most prosecutors are elected officials and that the media already focuses on jail overcrowding, it is difficult to see how prosecutors could undermine safety without risking serious reputational repercussions.

2. Would Prosecutors Try to Turn Misdemeanors into Felonies to Send Defendants to State Prisons?

A second, and quite serious, objection to a proposal to put prosecutors in charge of jails is that it would incentivize them to push for felony convictions when they would otherwise have been satisfied with misdemeanor convictions. In other words, if prosecutors have to pay for jails, they might seek to have borderline defendants (those who could have served jail time for misdemeanor convictions) plead to felonies that will result in prison time paid for by the state. Prosecutors might push harder for felony convictions to shift incarceration costs to the state.

For example, imagine that two intoxicated men—Victor and Dan—have been verbally antagonizing each other in a bar. Victor goes a little too far—perhaps he makes a derogatory remark about Dan's girlfriend—and Dan responds by punching Victor in the face and breaking his nose. Under most criminal codes there are at least two ways to resolve this case. Dan could be guilty of aggravated assault—a felony—because Victor has suffered serious bodily injury. On the other hand, it is not clear that a broken nose
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amounts to serious bodily injury in all instances,\textsuperscript{174} so a charge of simple assault—a misdemeanor—might be more appropriate.\textsuperscript{175} What would a prosecutor ordinarily do in this situation? Given that Victor and Dan had both been drinking, and given that Victor had escalated the situation by insulting Dan’s girlfriend, the prosecutor might agree to a simple assault charge. If Dan pled guilty to that charge, he would serve his time in the local jail. Arguably, this would be the most just outcome. But if the prosecutor had to pay for Dan’s incarceration because she runs the jail, the prosecutor might insist on the aggravated assault charge so that Dan would serve his time in state prison.

This borderline-felony problem is a serious concern, and not one that would be limited to assault cases. Prosecutors would likely face the same calculus in cases involving theft, evading arrest, and a host of other offenses. I cannot deny that this situation would occur, but there are reasons to think it would not pose an enormous problem.

First, plea bargains are determined in the shadow of trial and judicial sentencing.\textsuperscript{176} If juries would not convict a defendant of aggravated assault in broken nose cases, then prosecutors will be unable to compel defendants to plead guilty to those felony charges.\textsuperscript{177}

Second, and related, the plea bargain system works efficiently because there are “going rates” for situations that regularly occur.\textsuperscript{178} For instance, even though DWI carries an authorized sentence of six months or longer in many jurisdictions, it is well known that defendants will ordinarily receive a sentence of time-served if they plead guilty.\textsuperscript{179} The going rate is determined in the shadow of trial and is typically well established.\textsuperscript{180} If a prosecutor insists on a penalty above the going rate, she would need a credible threat that a
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A judge would impose a higher penalty than the plea offer. And if the trial judge suspects that the prosecutor is getting tougher in order to push inmates out of the local jail and into the state prison, the judge may very well resist by issuing lighter sentences in cases that go to trial.

**CONCLUSION**

The United States is plagued by the problem of mass incarceration. Of the 2.2 million people who are incarcerated, more than 700,000 are in local jails. Prosecutors have enormous power to charge defendants, which leads to their pre-trial incarceration in jails. And prosecutors have tremendous leverage to pressure defendants to plead guilty to misdemeanors that will result in jail sentences. Yet, once defendants leave the courtroom, prosecutors no longer have to worry about them. Prosecutors do not have to internalize the costs of their charging and plea bargain decisions because sheriffs run the jails. When prosecutors send inmates to jails, sheriffs must find beds for them to sleep in and funds to pay for their food, security, and medical care. The so-called correctional free lunch is not just a problem involving county prosecutors and state prisons. Prosecutors get a free lunch when they send inmates to local county jails that are just down the street.

This Essay proposes taking a bite out of the correctional free lunch by placing prosecutors in charge of their local jails. Prosecutors should be at the top of the organizational chart. Not only should they be responsible for the overall jail budget, but they should also be responsible for the logistical task of checking each inmate in and out of the jail. These financial and logistical responsibilities should hopefully lead to a gradual decline in incarceration. Jail populations should decrease because prosecutors would offer more lenient plea offers and downgrade or dismiss charges in an effort to make jail populations more manageable. And there may be spillover effects in felony cases as prosecutors seek to move pre-trial detainees out of local jails and into state prisons by offering better plea deals that will encourage defendants to more quickly plead guilty.

As with prisons, it has taken decades for jail populations to rise to their current high levels. Placing prosecutors in charge of local jails would not return jail populations to the considerably lower levels of the 1970s. But it would be a productive step toward slowly decreasing incarceration in jurisdictions across the United States.
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